For the new s- and R-cabs. EXPRESSION WITHOUT LIMITS.

SCANIA VEHICLE
ACCESSORIES

Majestic
impression.
Tailor-made
by you.
You are proud of your new Scania. So are we. Your truck is an impressive
sight that will turn heads. Better yet, you have every opportunity to
reinforce your personal statement. Our range of accessories derives from
research, development and close cooperation with the best brands on the
market, as well as valuable input from the true experts – people like you.
Let the coming pages inspire you, then go to Scania Vehicle Accessories
Online to discover all you need to make the most of your vehicle. For
enhanced fuel economy, improved vision, better comfort – or for the
pure pleasure of having a truck that looks great.
The accessories featured in this brochure are merely a selection of our vast range. See the complete
collection and detailed information on Scania Vehicle Accessories Online: accessories.scania.com

The look and
feel of quality
Elin Engström is an experienced test driver.
She has travelled long routes through days
and nights in all kinds of challenging weather.
To her, the driver position is vital. “I’m quite
tall and no other brand I’ve tried can match
Scania when it comes to finding a comfortable
driver position. It’s even better now when the
driver seat and dashboard have been moved
forward.”
Elin also appreciates the improved aesthetics of the new Scania truck. The startling cab
design, with the characteristic front grille, side

mirrors, and stylish interior, gives the truck
a confident attitude. On top of this, the extensive range of accessories provides countless
opportunities for personalisation. When asked
to equip the truck of her dreams, Elin pinpoints
her favourite accessories. “My firsthand choice
would definitely be the V8 design package
with leather seats. Then I would add aluminium
rims, roof light bar, tail lamp, electric engine
heater, air pressure gun, and exterior sun visor.
Features like that make a great truck even
better.”
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Conquering
the elements
Through sleet, snow and ice, on the
roughest forest dirt roads, plunging
through heavy rain at highway speed
– test driver Peter Carlson has covered
close to two million kilometers in the
new Scania truck, in every imaginable
weather condition. One can hardly
question his driving skills, let alone
his judgement. “Driver comfort is firstclass, better than anything I’ve tried
before”.
The new truck is incomparable on
long journeys as well as in delicate,
high-precision work situations, always
showing off the Scania business-

leading trademarks of unique adaptability and exceptional comfort and
safety. Peter summarises his thoughts:
“This truck is ideal in challenging situa
tions, like timber loading in rough and
dark environments. Apart from the new
seat protecting your back on bumpy
roads, the improved lighting equipment,
with new lightbars, worklamps and
rotating beacon, makes your workday
comfortable and safe regardless of
situation. Thanks to all the smart accessories, you can make your truck your
perfect companion. Simply put, this is
the best truck I’ve ever driven.”
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Enjoying
the silence
Life on the road is special. It’s not for everyone,
while others cannot picture themselves in any
other environment. Over three years Patrik
Holmlund has tried every version of the new
Scania truck, from the early prototype to the
magnificent vehicle we see today. He has
travelled on icy Scandinavian roads way up
north.
Patrik tries to funnel the most prominent
characteristics of the new Scania: the muted
sound, the improved visibility, the high-spec
appliances in the cab, the striking appearance,
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and the overall comfort. “It’s quiet, stable and
perfectly fit for purpose. New accessories
like hubcaps and striping add to the impressive look, and improved features like the new
mattress and sheepskin seat cover make cab
life really enjoyable. I can hardly feel the miles
in my body anymore, even after having spent
many long hours on the road.”
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styling

Designed
to match
your taste
We know all our truck owners and drivers have a soft spot
for styling equipment. We know we do. And while you are busy
saving fuel and driving comfortably – why not do it with style?
Our styling solutions will not only strengthen your personal
statement. You will also be more relaxed and satisfied in a truck
that is more pleasing and better looking. A place that feels like
you, like home.
The accessories featured in this brochure are merely a selection of our vast range.
See the complete collection and detailed information on Scania Vehicle Accessories Online:
accessories.scania.com

Griffin striping
Enhance the appearance of your Scania with the cropped Scania griffin silver striping covering the side of the truck.
Sold in pairs. Part no. 2536321.

Hubcap
The elegant hubcap with Scania symbol is available in
either stainless steel or polished steel. It is adapted for
single reduction axles on S- and R-series and can be
used for vehicles with or without tyre pressure monitoring.
Sold individually.
Stainless steel, part no. 1861905
Polished steel, part no. 1908390

Scania Welcome Light
The Scania Welcome Light guides your step in and out of the
cab by projecting a beam towards the ground. Sold in pairs
in three different designs:
Scania wordmark, part no. 2493644.
V8 symbol, part no. 2579273.
Scania symbol, part no. 2579276.
Note – available from Q2 2017.
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safety & security

On the move
for safer rides
Regardless of weather or road condition, your truck must present
flawless performance every hour you spend with it. Explore our
range of safety accessories with anti-siphon devices, worklamps,
mudflaps, and other equipment that makes your Scania truck
safer than ever. In addition, the extended range of lighting
accessories enhances safety by providing several opportunities
for improved visibility, ensuring that both you and others on the
road are presented in the best light.
The accessories featured in this brochure are merely a selection of our vast range.
See the complete collection and detailed information on Scania Vehicle Accessories Online:
accessories.scania.com

Mudflaps with spray suppression
Reduce wheel splatter and water spray to increase safety
and comfort for others on the road. The mudflaps with
printed Scania wordmark and V8 symbol, are made of
black, sturdy plastic. Fits both left and right sides.
Part no. 1922448 (left side), 1922449 (right side).

Anti-siphon device
This robust and durable Scania anti-siphon collar acts as an
efficient preventer of fuel theft. Fast and easy fit – no gluing,
drilling, or damage to tank neck. Interchangeable and available for all vehicle types. Part no. 2457921 (high version),
2467923 (low version).

Work lamp
Make sure your work environment is as safe as possible.
The robust and powerful Scania-branded LED worklamp
has black alu housing, hardcoated lens, steel bracket,
and IP69K water protection class. Part no. 2193177.

Roof-mounted warning system
This low-profile, roof-mounted warning system is an
effective way to make others pay attention to you. Providing
dependable safety regardless of situation, the warning
system comes fully equipped with amber LEDs in all
positions. Easy wiring and connection. Standard brackets
are included. Part no. 2614249

accessories.scania.com | Scania Vehicle Accessories
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Roof light bars
The roof light bars in polished stainless steel serve as
robust and stylish carriers of extra lights, ensuring that
you see, and are seen on the road. Shown here is the long
version featuring styling LED including four Cibie Super
Oscar LED chrome lamps. Sold separately or in complete
kits. Part no. for kit 2603738

Front light bar
Enhance your vehicle’s appearance through these
attractive and durable front light bars in polished stainless
steel. Shown here is the front light bar with styling LED
including two Cibie Oscar and two Cibie Super Oscar
LED chrome lamps. Sold separately or in complete kits.
Part no. for kit 2603728

Spotlamp
Maximise visibility and safety by mounting powerful
spotlamps. To the left is the NBB Alpha 225 Xenon with
LED position lights and sturdy black housing. Ref. 20.
Part no. 2447615.
To the right is the NBB Alpha 225 Pro with LED
position lights, black housing and chrome rim. Ref. 45.
Part no. 2447613.

Cibie spotlamp
Classic design with the latest technology. This Cibie
Super Oscar LED spotlamp features LED position lights,
black housing and chrome rim. Ref. 27.5.
Part no. 2447399 for black housing
Part no. 2447400 for chrome housing
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Class V

CornerEye
camera

Rear view
camera
Class VI

Class V and VI are the minimum legislated requirements.

CornerEye camera
Improve safety of the surrounding area and secure excellent
view of the blind spots around the truck. The robust Corner
Eye camera combines advanced technology with effective
application solutions and exceeds current safety regulations.
Detailed live views are sent to the HD monitor, thus simplifying working conditions while enhancing safety and comfort.
Part no. 2621566

FAMOS 102° Mirror rear view camera
Optimised view in all directions maximises safety. The rear
view camera lets you see the area immediately behind the
truck. When reverse gear is selected, the monitor on the
premium radio automatically switches to camera view,
supplying the driver with reliable information in any kind
of weather or working conditions. Scania offers a broad
variety of rear view cameras and installation options.
Part no. 2545696
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Comfort

Always in
perfect state
of mind
Long hours behind the wheel and overnight stops along the road.
A relaxed, ergonomic driver position is as essential to your wellbeing as a comfortable bed and healthy cab climate. Find the
accessories that keep you just as alert during work hours as you
are at ease and relaxed when resting – for the enjoyable truck
life you deserve.
The accessories featured in this brochure are merely a selection of our vast range. See the complete
collection and detailed information on Scania Vehicle Accessories Online: accessories.scania.com

Beds
A relaxed driver is a safer driver and a comfortable mattress ensures nice resting and sleeping accommodations.
Choose between pocket, bonell or foam. Pocket, part no. 2255736. Bonell, part no. 2255737. Foam, part no. 2255738.

Mattress topper
For extra comfortable sleep, complete your mattress with a specially designed mattress topper. Part no. 2231388

accessories.scania.com | Scania Vehicle Accessories
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Bycool SLIM
A parking cooler mounted in the roof hatch maintains a comfortable temperature inside the cab during loading and
unloading operations. Moreover, it reduces idling, prevents atmospheric emissions, and leads to reduced fuel consumption.
Bycool SLIM 1400 W is electric, compressor-driven, and the most low-profile cooler in the range. Part no. 2542518

Bycool Compact 1.4
Mainly used for cooling the cab during nighttime
rest periods and loading/unloading operations,
the ivory white Compact 1.4 has a cooling
capacity of 1400 W. Part no. 2542519

Bycool Compact 3.0
The Compact 3.0 with 3,000 W cooling capacity,
is mainly used for cooling the truck cab during
overnight resting periods and loading/unloading
operations. It can also be used as an additional
cooler when driving In warmer climates.
Part no. 2542520

Note – all coolers featured on this page are
available from Q2 2017.
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Water kettle
Make a pot of tea, cup of coffee or a mug of soup, quickly
and easily. The Scania approved water kettle has automatic
overheating protection and is easily fixated on the instrument panel together with the mounting frame (included).
Part no. 2323638

Waeco coffee maker
This 24 V, 5-cup coffee maker is equipped with mesh filters,
transparent water container with marked cup capacity, and
a bottom plate for securing in the cab. The coffee pot is
secured while the vehicle is being driven. Part No. 2439387

Microwave oven
Cook nice meals while on the road. This microwave oven
fits perfectly in the compartment above the windscreen
and is equipped with an automatic off button to prevent
creeping current. Part no. 2617194

Cool box
The 21-litre cool box features a 7-step thermostat, allowing
cooling to approx 30°C less than surrounding temperature.
It keeps an inside temperature of 1–15°C and has room for
2 litre PET-bottles. Part no. 2051846

Note – available from the end of Q1 2017.
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V8 mat
Stylish textile and leather mat for R- and S-series vehicles
with V8 symbol and red design details. Available for engine
tunnel, passenger and driver. Part No. 2393587

Storage box
Keep track of your belongings in the cab by mounting one
or two storage boxes under the bed. The mat on the bottom
facilitates cleaning and the rubber band under the box
can be used for hanging for example wet gloves.
Part No. 2449591

Waste bin
A tidy cab increases your comfort on the road. This stylish Scania-branded waste bin is equipped with a hook and velcro tie
on the back for easy and flexible fastening in the cab. Part no. 2116993
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Sheepskin seat cover
The Scania sheepskin seat cover ensures that you can sit more comfortably during long drives. Wool’s warming and cooling
properties makes the seat pleasurable in all temperatures, as it has the ability to absorb moisture. The sheepskin cover is
also pressure-relieving and adds a homey feeling to the cab. Part no. 2531532
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Scania CV AB
SE 151 87 Södertälje, Sweden
Telephone +46 8 55381000
mail@scania.com
www.scania.com
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